no one will
defeat us when we
stand together
as one!

follow me!
jim!!
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unity and trust in
one another are the best
defense against rodvel’s
web. I will be with you.

!?

naomi,
keep this
in your
hair.

we can only
hope that ruka is
strong enough to swim
against their wave.

I
understand.

It will act to warn
you whenever danger
approaches—
I won’t
fail you.

especially
danger...
...disguised so
sweetly.
fly, rainbow,
satorin—
warriors of the
turtle realm...

we blue star
warriors vow to stay
united with you
through
whatever might
be coming.
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only by staying
united can you...

...help our
friends gather
their spirit parts.

they are one, but
they are not. this is
a great danger for
both.

...then mel’s
movements are
not her own.
and ruka’s
signals can be
intercepted.

but I could
not find ruka’s full
presence within her.

you who
carry
raitetsu’s spirit
understand
what I have said.
I fear that both
ruka and mel are
together.

uro is the cleverest
of enemies.

this is what is
so strange.

jim!
doug!

truly!

but both
are still
imprisoned.
to make spirit
parts and scatter
them...

...is the greatest
evil that can be
done.

If this is so...

I have received the
strangest of signals.

nao–mmph!

shh...

they’re...
you know.

thanks, fly. I
feel safe when...

Oh...

naomi.
!

ruka! It’s
me, suzaku.
answer me!

as you fought,
I kept trying to
contact your
friend’s guardian.

ruka was supposed
to meet your friend mel
by the two rivers.

they have met,
or else mel would
not have had the power
to throw water.

suzaku?

.....

mel attacked
us with water.
we’ve got to
find a way to let mel
know that we know
she’s still with us.

but uro
attacked with
fire!

everything
has stopped
burning.

Then we
can help her
escape.

!!

If mel hadn’t used water,
we might have all been
burned alive.
why did she
do that?

yeah!

your heart knows
the truth.

are you saying she
found a way to help
us without letting
rodvel know?

and my heart is
learning about
yours.

I so want
to believe
it’s true.

It means
she’s trying
to get back
to us.

that
would be
incredible
if it’s
true.

ahchoo

thank you...

here...

naomi...

what were you
thinking about?

...put
this on.

.....
It’s
n-nothing.

why is
my heart
racing?

listen, I
know you’re
worried,
but I know we’re
going to succeed
in rescuing your
friend.

I hope so. I want
to believe it.

nothing. I’m too
tired to think.

thank you.

It’s very cold
in the desert
at night.

that’s why
they hold her.
they want her
guardian’s
knowledge. and
then they’ll try
to force each
one of us to
reveal what
we know.

but how do we
protect the
bolirium if we
don’t know where
it is or even
what it is?

I speak of that which
must be protected
at all costs.
the
bolirium.

I’m not sure. but,
with Mel in their
hands, our task is
more difficult.

my queen took
all precautions
before the
end. each of
her four ministers
was entrusted
with a part.

warriors of
blue star,
it is imperative
that you join the
meeting of the
elders.
hey, doug,
what is it?

but in a way
that not even
we know.

raitetsu is
channeling through
you. It’s a huge
strain.

return to us with
butabo and umnida.

doug, be
careful.

go
easy.

I feel dizzy.
I can’t do this
much longer.

the guardians were
sent to safeguard
these forces.

that’s right.

Four pillars support
this turtle realm.
water, fire, Thunder,
and wind.

everything we
hold dear, this
sacred world, will
disappear.

khann, miko,
inform umnida
the elder.

so uro must be
preparing for an allout attack.

It must be
raitetsu speaking
through you.

.....

I have no idea
how I know
this.

I see.
we have to
prepare our
defense.

maybe...

we will
do so.

yes.
only one force
now is equal to
uro’s.

huh?

Is that why
the elders have
to meet?

If uro gets the pillars, the
turtle realm becomes a wasteland
consumed by darkness.

wow.

he must have found
a way to remove the
last defense.

?
yes...one of the four
pillars has fallen
completely into the
darkness.
how could
uro have
managed this?

this is what we always
feared. and the pillar
that has fallen is
clearly water.

this can
only
mean...

what are
you talking
about?
yeah,
I don’t
get it.

Irenu, we’re all
gathered. What
is it?

naomi!!
doug!!

jim?!

eat! eat!

the elders are
meeting.

what’s
wrong?

sorry, jim.
look, this is
for you!

forget
the
food!

You have
to come back
with umnida to
our village.
It sounds
urgent.
what’s happening?

We have finally
received a message
from the aqami.
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here I am.

Irenu needs to
speak to you,
butabo!
!!

Jim!?
Doug?!

The
rokolos!

they’ve completely
forgotten
about me.

hey!

What is
it?

hello?

!!

Are you
alone?

jim, I’m so
happy I found
you.

who’s that?
What’s that
light?

Irenu!
what the
heck?!

Where is
butabo?

I have to speak
to him immediately.
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Is anyone
there?

hello?

who’s talking
to me?

Apologies
for our tardy
arrival, captain.

had we not
captured the
water force,
had Ruka been
with them, their
force...

You started
without us?
Are you the water
girl who has
joined our army?
I am the dera
Managbo.

...might have
been too much.

.....

???

Ugly
clothes.

Attention!
They fight with
the power of three
of the four pillars.

I cannot
accept any more
failures.
here are your
orders. you must
destroy this...

your deras Managbo
and Omus have returned
from their mission.

but with the sacred
bolirium, general uro will
be able to establish a new
Vermonia, here in the
Turtle Realm.

Soon, general
Uro will rule with the
might of the sacred
Bolirium.

precisely.

when we captured
queen frasinella’s
four ministers,
our goal seemed
within our
reach.

A better,
darker
Vermonia.

???
yes.

now we fight
against children
and yet
you cannot bring
me victory.

for our leader,
the bolirium is
infinite power.

In another’s
hand, it is but an
empty symbol.

Bolirium?

what’s
a bolirium?

Go to the end of
the corridor to the
great hall.

This is where
they kept me
prisoner.

There, you will
stand before the
council.

We move ever
closer to the
dark expanse.

Does he
mean me?

We have a new
member of our
council.

